You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for INDESIT WIL 123 S. You'll
find the answers to all your questions on the INDESIT WIL 123 S in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice,
size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
2. Check whether the washing machine has been damaged during transport. If this is the case, do not install it and contact your retailer. 3. Remove the four
protective screws and the rubber bush with the respective spacer, situated on the rear of the appliance (see also the installation leaflet). NB:The plastic
spacers may fall down inside the machine once the bolt has been removed, and will not interfere with the operation of the machine. 4. Seal the gaps using the
plastic plugs provided. 5. Keep all the parts: you will need them again if the washing machine needs to be moved to another location.
A 1. Insert seal A into the end of the inlet hose and screw the latter onto a cold water tap with a 3/4 gas threaded mouth (see figure). Before making the
connection, allow the water to run freely until it is perfectly clear. 2. Connect the other end of the water inlet hose to the washing machine, screwing it onto
the appliance's cold water inlet, situated on the top right-hand side on the rear of the appliance (see figure).
3. Make sure there are no kinks or bends in the hose. Packaging materials are not children's toys. Levelling The water pressure at the tap must be within the
values indicated in the Technical details table (on the next page). 1.
Install the washing machine on a flat sturdy floor, without resting it up against walls, furniture cabinets or other. 2. If the floor is not perfectly level,
compensate for any unevenness by tightening or loosening the adjustable front feet (see figure); the angle of inclination, measured according to the worktop,
must not exceed 2°. If the water inlet hose is not long enough, contact a specialist store or an authorised serviceman. Ensure that the supply taps are allowing
water through. Old taps may seize in the closed position and thus prevent water reaching the machine. 2 Connecting the drain hose 65 - 100 cm Connect the
drain hose, without bending it, to a draining duct or a wall drain situated between 65 and 100 cm from the floor; the supply voltage is included within the
values i ndicated on the Technical details table (see page 5); the socket is compatible with the washing machine's plug. If this is not the case, replace the
socket or the plug. Your appliance is now supplied with a 13 amp fused plug it can be plugged into a 13 amp socket for immediate use. Before using the
appliance please read the instructions below.
GB Installation Description Where it connects to the waste water pipe cut end off spigot or remove the blanking cap The drain hose may be connected to an
under-sink trap. Before connecting the drain hose from the machine ensure that any blanks or removable ends have been taken off the spigot. @@@@@@If
the fuse cover is lost, the plug must not be used until a replacement is obtained. Replacement fuse covers: If a replacement fuse cover is fitted, it must be of the
correct colour as indicated by the coloured marking or the colour that is embossed in words on the base of the plug. Replacements can be obtained directly
from your nearest Service Depot. Removing the plug: If your appliance has a non-rewireable moulded plug and you should wish to re-route the mains cable
through partitions, units etc., please ensure that either: the plug is replaced by a fused 13 ampere rewearable plug bearing the BSI mark of approval. or: the
mains cable is wired directly into a 13 amp cable outlet, controlled by a switch, (in compliance with BS 5733) which is accessible without moving the
appliance. Disposing of the plug: Ensure that before disposing of the plug itself, you make the pins unusable so that it cannot be accidentally inserted into a
socket. Instructions for connecting cable to an alternative plug: Important: the wires in the mains lead are coloured in accordance with the following code:
Green & Yellow Earth Blue Neutral Brown Live Programmes Detergents Precautions We advise against the use of hose extensions; in case of absolute need,
the extension must have the same diameter as the original hose and must not exceed 150 cm in length.
Ensure that if the drain hose is pushed into a standpipe, that the end does not go down more than 15cms (6 inches). @@@@or Connect Brown wire to
terminal marked L or coloured Red. Connect Blue wire to terminal marked N or coloured Black. @@@@@@@@@@ Do not use extensions or multiple
sockets. The power supply cable must never be bent or dangerously compressed.
The power supply cable must only be replaced by an authorised serviceman. 4 Technical details Model WIL 123 S 59.5 cm wide 85 cm high 53.5 cm deep
from 1 to 5 kg GB Installation Dimensions Capacity Electric connections Water connections Spin speed Control programmes according to IEC456 directive
Description voltage 230/240 Volts 50 Hz maximum absorbed power 2050 W maximum pressure 1 MPa (10 bar) minimum pressure 0.05 MPa (0.
5 bar) drum capacity 46 litres up to 1200 rpm Programmes programme 2; temperature 60°C; run with a load of 5 kg. This appliance is compliant with the
following European Community Directives: - 73/23/CEE of 19/02/73 (Low Voltage) and subsequent amendments - 89/336/CEE of 03/05/89 (Electromagnetic
Compatibility) and subsequent amendments - 2002/96/CE 5 Detergents Precautions Care Troubleshooting Service Washing machine description GB Control
panel Leds Buttons FUNCTION ON-OFF/ DOOR ON-OFF LOCK Button Led Detergent dispenser PROGRAMME Knob Button Knob START/RESET
TEMPERATURE Detergent dispenser: to add detergent and fabric softener (see page 10). LEDS: to find out the wash cycle progress. If the Delay Timer
function has been set, the time left until the programme starts will be indicated (see page 7). FUNCTION buttons: to select the functions available. The button
corresponding to the function selected will remain on. TEMPERATURE knob: to set the temperature or the cold wash cycle (see page 9). START/RESET
button: to start the programmes or cancel any incorrect settings. ON-OFF/DOOR LOCK Led: to find out whether the washing machine is on and if the
appliance door can be opened (see page 7). ON/OFF button: to turn the washing machine on and off.
PROGRAMME knob: to select the wash programmes. The knob stays still during the cycle. 6 Leds The LEDS provide important information. This is what they
can tell you: Delay set: If the Delay Timer function has been enabled (see page. 9), once you have started the programme, the LED corresponding to the delay
set will begin to flash: Cycle progress: During the wash cycle, the LEDs gradually illuminate on to indicate the cycle progress: Prewash Wash Rinse Spin
cycle Note: during draining, the LED corresponding to the Spin cycle phase will be turned on. Function buttons The FUNCTION BUTTONS also act like
LEDS. When a function is selected, the corresponding button is illuminated. If the function selected is incompatible with the programme set, the button will
flash and the function will not be enabled.
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If you set a function that is incompatible with another function you selected previously, only the last one selected will be enabled. GB Installation Description
Programmes As time passes, the remaining delay will be displayed, and the corresponding LED will flash: Detergents Once the set delay is complete, the
flashing LED will turn off and the programme set will start.
Precautions Care Troubleshooting ON-OFF/DOOR LOCK led: If this LED is on, the appliance door is locked to prevent it from being opened accidentally; to
avoid any damages, wait for the LED to flash before you open the appliance door. Service The rapid flashing of the ON-OFF/DOOR LOCK Led together with
the flashing of at least one other LED indicates there is an abnormality. Call for Technical Assistance. 7 Starting and Programmes Briefly: starting a
programme GB 1. Switch the washing machine on by pressing button .
All the LEDS will light up for a few seconds and the ON-OFF/DOOR LOCK Led will begin to flash. 2. @@3. Set the PROGRAMME knob to the programme
required. 4.
Set the wash temperature (see page 9). 5. Add the detergent and any fabric softener (see page 10). 6. @@@@@@7. @@@@Turn the washing . machine off
ired function, according to the table below; 2. the function is enabled when the corresponding button is illuminated. @@Bleaching cycle designed to remove
the toughest stains. @@@@The fifth time the button is pressed, the function will be disabled.
@@@@This function is incompatible with the EASY IRON function. @@@@This function is incompatible with the STAIN REMOVAL function.
@@@@@@- the colours: separate coloured garments from whites. Empty all pockets and check for loose buttons. @@@@@@@@Wash them separately
without exceeding half the appliance load. Use programme 7 which excludes the spin cycle automatically. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@The following
information is provided for your safety and should consequently be read carefully. environment. The crossed out "wheeled bin" symbol on the product
reminds you of your obligation, that when you dispose of the appliance it must be separately collected. Consumers should contact their local authority or
retailer for information concerning the correct disposal of their old appliance.
GB Installation General safety This appliance has been designed for nonprofessional, household use and its functions must not be changed. This washing
machine should only be used by adults and in accordance with the instructions provided in this manual. Never touch the washing machine when barefoot or
with wet or damp hands or feet. Do not pull on the power supply cable to unplug the apand a cracked hose could easily split open. Never use hoses that have
already been used.
12 Troubleshooting Your washing machine could fail to work. Before calling for Assistance (see page 14), make sure the problem can't easily be solved by
consulting the following list. GB Installation Problem The washing machine won't start. Possible causes/Solution: The appliance is not plugged into the
socket, or not enough to make contact. There has been a power failure.
The appliance door is not shut properly. button has not been pressed. The The START/RESET button has not been pressed. NB: It should be held minimum
one second. The water tap is not turned on. A delayed start has been set (using the Delay Timer, see page 9). The water inlet hose is not connected to the tap.
The hose is bent. The water tap is not turned on. There is a water shortage.
The water pressure is insufficient. The START/RESET button has not been pressed. Description The washing machine does not fill with water. Programmes
The machine continuously fills and empties with water. @@ The wall drainage system doesn't have a standard pipe (min. 38 mm). @@See page 8 for details
of the final spin speed for each program. @@ The Easy iron option is enabled: to complete the programme, press the START/RESET button (see page 9). The
drain hose is bent (see page 3). Remove the drain hose from the standpipe or under-sink trap and check for blockages, ensuring that the water can drain
freely away from the machine.
Check that the transit bolts were removed correctly during installation (carefully read pages 2 and 3). The washing machine is not level (see page 2). The
washing machine is closed in between furniture cabinets and the wall (see page 2). The water inlet hose is not screwed on correctly (see page 2). The
detergent dispenser is obstructed (to clean it, see page 12).
The drain hose is not secured properly (see page 3). Call for Assistance because this means there is an abnormality. Detergents Precautions The washing
machine vibrates too much during the spin cycle. Care The washing machine leaks. Troubleshooting The ON-OFF/DOOR LOCK Led flashes rapidly at the
same time as at least one other LED.
There is too much foam. The detergent is not suitable for machine washing (it should bear the definition "for washing machines" or "hand and machine
wash", or the like). You used too much detergent. 13 Service Service GB Before calling for Assistance: Check whether you can solve the problem on your own
(see page 13); Restart the programme to check whether the problem has been solved; If this is not the case, contact an authorised Technical Service Centre on
the telephone number provided on the guarantee certificate. Always request the assistance of authorised servicemen. Notify the operator of: the type of
problem; the appliance model (Mod.); the serial number (S/N). This information can be found on the data plate situated on the rear of the washing machine.
14 GB Installation Description Programmes Detergents Precautions Care Troubleshooting Service 15 195040569.03 04/2005 - Xerox Business Services GB
16 .
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